Compact Hausdorff spaces X of cohomological dimension dimz X < n are characterized as cell-like images of compact Hausdorff spaces Z with covering dimension dimZ < n. The proof essentially uses the newly developed techniques of approximate inverse systems.
Introduction
In 1978, R. D. Edwards [2] announced the result that every metrizable compact space X of cohomological dimension dimz X < n (integer coefficients) is the image of a cell-like mapping f:Z-*X of a compact metric space Z with dimZ < n. A proof of this result was published in 1981 by J. J. Walsh [16] . By the classical Vietoris-Begle theorem (see, e.g. [15, Chapter 6, §9, Theorem 15]), the converse also holds, and one thus has a characterization of metrizable compacta X with dimz X < n . More recently, L. R. Rubin and P. J. Schapiro [14] have succeeded in generalizing the Edwards-Walsh theorem to the case of metrizable spaces X and Z.
The purpose of our present paper is to generalize the Edwards-Walsh theorem in another direction, i.e., to establish the result for compact Hausdorff spaces (see §11, Theorem 3).
In generalizing the theorem to compact Hausdorff spaces, one encounters a difficulty which was not present in the two previous cases. In the case of metric compacta [16] , the space X was represented as the limit of an inverse sequence X of polyhedra. This sequence led to another sequence Z of polyhedra of dimension < n , and the space Z was obtained as the limit of Z.
Dealing with a noncompact situation, Rubin and Schapiro [14] had to overcome many obstacles. Still they were able to obtain Z as the inverse limit of a sequence Z of noncompact polyhedra because the uniform structure of a metric space has a countable basis of uniform coverings.
In the case of compact Hausdorff spaces X, one cannot avoid using partially ordered inverse systems X of polyhedra. Upon applying the process of approximating the bonding maps of X on «-skeleta as in [16, 14] , one invariably obtains a system Z whose bonding maps ra a do not satisfy the commutativity condition r" r " = rn " , a, < a, < a?. The best one can achieve is to J fl|û2 Û2U3 a\0} ' 1-2-3 keep the distances d(ra a ra a ,raa) small. Therefore, the attempt to prove the theorem for compact Hausdorff spaces had to be preceded by the development of a theory of approximately commutative inverse systems. This was initiated by the authors in [6] , and it was continued in [8, 9, 10 ]. An interesting phenomenon, which adds additional difficulty, is that the approximate system yielding Z , constructed herein, is a system of metric compacta Z* (see §6) which are not polyhedra.
Recently, A. N. Dranishnikov [ 1 ] solved a classical problem of P. S. Aleksandrov by exhibiting a metric compactum X with dimz X < 3 and dim X = oo. This shows that dimz and dim differ and in our main result (Theorem 3) one cannot take for / the identity map 1^,.
Approximate inverse systems
We quote from [6] the basic definition of an approximate system and of its limit. Definition 1. An approximate (inverse) system of metric compacta X = (Xa » Ea 'Paa' > -^) consists of the following: A directed ordered set (A, <) with no maximal element; for each aGA, a compact metric space XQ with metric d = da and a real number ea > 0 ; for each pair a < a from A , a mapping Paa' '• Xa> -* Xa , satisfying the following conditions:
(Al) d(p" " p" " ,p" " ) < e" , a, < a1 < a, ; p"" = id. d(x,x) <ea" ^d(paa"(x),paa"(x')) < tj.
We refer to the numbers ea as the meshes of X. We say X is cofinite if A is cofinite, i.e., every element a G A has only finitely many predecessors.
If na : riae.4 Xa ~* ^a > a e ^ » denote projections, we define the limit space X = limX and the natural projections pa : X -> Xa as follows. Definition 2. A point x = (xa) G U.Xa belongs to X = limX provided for every aGA,
The natural projection pa = nJX: X ->• Xa .
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We now quote (as propositions) several results from [6 and 8] needed in this paper.
Proposition l.IfX= (Xa,ea,paa,,A) is an approximate system and Xa ^ </> for each aGA, then X = limX is a compact Hausdorff space and X ^ 4> (see [6, Theorems 1 and 2]).
Proposition 2. If T*a is a basis for Xa, aGA, then the sets P~l(Va), VaG'Va, aGA, form a basis for X = limX (see [6, Lemma 3] ). Proposition 5. Let X = (Xa, £a,Paa,,A) be an approximate system with limit X. If dim Xa < n for all aGA, then the covering dimension dim X < n (see [6, Theorem 4]).
Proposition 6. Let X = (Xa,ea,paa,,A) be an approximate system with limit X, and let B ç A be a cofinal subset of A. Then Y = (Xb,eb,pbb, ,B) is also an approximate system. Moreover, the restriction p = n\X of the projection it : YiaeA Xa -* YlbeB ^b *s a homeomorphism p: X -► Y (see [8, Proposition 2] ).
We will now add several new propositions.
Proposition 7. Every approximate system X has the following property:
(Rl) For every e > 0, every compact ANR P, and every mapping h: X -► P, there is an a G A such that for any a > a there is a mapping f:Xa,^> P which satisfies d(fpa, ,h)<2e.
Proof. (This proof follows closely that given for the analogous theorem for commutative systems given in [7, Chapter I, §5.2, Theorem 8]. We first embed F in the Hubert cube Q and choose a closed neighborhood G of F in Q which admits a retraction r: G -» F. Then we choose Ô > 0 so small that Ô < e/2, the ¿-neighborhood of F is contained in G, and
(1) y,y'GG, d(y,y')<S^d(r(y),r(y'))<e/2.
We then choose an open covering % of X so fine that each h(U), U G%7 ,is contained in a convex set B ç G with diam B < ô . (see [7, pp. 63-64] ).
We now apply property (Bl) (Proposition 4) and find an a > a0 such that for any a > a one has (5) P^iX^CN.
Using Proposition 3, we can also assume that (6) d(pao,paaa,pa,)<co, where co > 0 is such that
Then, (6) and (7) Proposition 8. Let X = (Xa,£a,paa,,A) be an approximate system of metric compacta with the following property:
Then X = limX has the shape of a point, sh(X) = 0.
Proof. Let F be an ANR and /: X -» F be a map. It suffices to prove that / ~ 0. Choose S > 0 such that ¿-near maps into F are homotopic. By property (Rl) (Proposition 7), there is an ax G A and a map g: Xa -»• F such that d(gpa ,/) < ô and therefore gpa^ cz f. It therefore suffices to prove that (11) gPai -<>■ Let )/>0 be such that (12) ¿(x,x')<2z7=>i%(x),g(x'))<(î.
Then for any map p'a : X -► Xa , We now choose an a\ > ax according to the assumption of the proposition. Next we choose a2 > a\ in such a way that (15) d(paiaipa^,pa^)<ri, for all a4> a3> a2 (property (A2)). Clearly, for any a3 > a2, (15) We now choose an a2 > a2 according to the assumption of the proposition. Therefore, if we choose a3 > a'2 , we have
Now, (11) follows from (19) and (20). Remark 1. An analogous proposition holds for the following property and any n>l:
r asa2r a2a-i ^a^a^, Proposition 9. Let X = (Xa,ea,paa,,A) be an approximate system with limit X and projections pa . Let < be a binary relation on A satisfying the following conditions:
(i) ax < a2=> ax < a2, (ii) ax < a2 and a2<aJ=> ax < a3, (iii) (Va G A)(3a G A) a < a'.
Write ax <' a2 if ax <' a2 or ax = a2, and let A' be the set A provided with the relation <'. Then A1 is a directed set with no maximal element and X = (Xa,ea,paa,,A') is an approximate system with limit X' and projections p'a. Moreover, X' = X and p'a= pa.
Proof. If ax <' a2 and a2 < a3, then by (i), a2 < a3 and by (ii), ax <! a3. Therefore < is transitive. For any ax,a2 G A, by (iii) there exist indexes a, ,a2 G A such that ax < a'x ,a2 <' a'2 . Since (A, <) is directed, there is an a' G A such that a'x < a", a'2 < a". Now (ii) implies ax < a", a2 < a", which proves that A1 is directed.
We now verify that X' is an approximate system. (Al) is an immediate consequence of (i). For given aGA and n > 0, choose a > a in accordance with (A2) for X. By directedness of À , there is an a\ G A such that a <' a[ and a <' a'x . If a'x <' ax <' a2, then a < ax < a2 and therefore
as required by (A2) for X'. If a > a satisfies (A3) for X, then we choose a'x so that a <' a'x and a < a\. For any a" with a'x < a" we have a'x < a" and therefore,
as required by (A3) for X'. Finally, for any a G A,
A'a = {ax G A: a <' ax} ç Aa = {ax G A: a < ax} and the set Äa is cofinal in Aa . Therefore, (24) lim p (x )= lim n (jc" ) for any (xA G T7 Xn.
By Definition 2, this shows that X = X' and thus also Pa-PaProposition 10. Let X = (Xa,sa,paa,,A) be an approximate system of metric compacta Xa with metrics da . Then there exist metrics d'a < I on Xa, defining the same topology on Xa, and there exist numbers e'a > 0 such that X' = (Xa,e'a,paa,,A) is also an approximate system. Moreover, X' = X and p'a = Pa,aGA.
Proof. For each aei we put (25) <-T^.
<26> °>TTZ-
Note that d' < 1 and d'a is a metric compatible with da . Moreover,
da(x,x')<eaod'a(x,x')<e'a.
The verification of (A1)-(A3) for X' is now straightforward. Moreover, X' = X, p'a= pa, because the limit space depends only on the topology of the spaces Xa and on the maps paa,.
Representing compact spaces as approximate limits
It is well known that every compact Hausdorff space X is the limit of a (commutative) inverse system of compact polyhedra X = (Xa,paa,,A) (with PL bonding maps paa, ) (see, e.g., [7, I, §5.2, Theorem 7] ). However, B. A. Pasynkov has shown [11, 12] that there exist compact Hausdorff spaces X which are not obtainable as limits of inverse systems X of polyhedra with surjective bonding mappings p ,. This difficulty vanishes if one considers approximate inverse systems as we show in the following theorem (needed later). Theorem 1. Every compact Hausdorff space X is the limit of an approximate (cofinite) inverse system X = (Xa,ea,paa,,A), where the spaces Xa are polyhedra and all the bonding maps paa, are (irreducible) surjective PL-maps. Moreover, the cardinal card (A) < w(X), the weight of X.
We recall some notions and simple facts needed in the proof. By a polyhedron we always mean a compact polyhedron and by a complex, a finite simplicial complex. If K is a complex, then \K\ denotes its carrier, i.e., the corresponding polyhedron.
Let K be a complex and let f ,g: X -* \K\ be mappings. We say that g is a K-modification of / if for every point x G X and simplex a gK , f(x) G a implies g(x) G a. Note that a simplicial approximation cp: Kx -► K2 of a mapping n: \KX\ -> \K2\ is a K2-modification of n. Moreover, if K is a subdivision of K and g: X -► \K'\ is a AT'-modification of /: X -► \K'\ = \K\, then g is also a AT-modification of /.
We say that a mapping /: X -> \K\ is K-irreducible if for every /¿-modification g of f one has g(X) = \K\. Since / is its own ^-modification, a Kirreducible map / is onto. A mapping /: X -* F into a polyhedron is called irreducible if it is ÄT-irreducible for some triangulation K of F. Note that every irreducible map /: X -> F is onto.
For every complex K and mapping f:X -* \K\ there is a subcomplex L Ç K and a ^-modification g: X -> \L\ ç \K\ which is L-irreducible and, therefore g: X -► \L\ is irreducible and onto. If / is already AMrreducible, we put L = K, g = f. If not, there is a A^-modification /, of / with fx(X) ¿\K\. Clearly fx(X) can be "pushed off" some principal simplex a G K (a is not a proper face of some t g K ). fx is a AT-modification of / and the carrier of fx(X) (i.e., the minimal subcomplex of K containing fx(X)) has fewer Simplexes than the carrier of f(X). After finitely many steps the process stops and we obtain the desired subcomplex L and the desired map g. If /: X -> \K\ is AT-irreducible and K' is a subdivision of K, then / is also AT'-irreducible. Indeed, every A"'-modification g: X -► \K'\ of / is also a A'-modification and, therefore, g(X) = \K\ = \K'\.
Our proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following lemma. 
Note that f is L(-irreducible if it is irreducible.
Let F = F, x • ■ • x Pk , let / = fxx ■ ■■ x fk: X -* F and let nt: P -> P¡.., i = I, ... ,k,be the projections. Choose ô > 0 so small that
Let AT be a triangulation of F so fine that (3) meshK<S, and the projections 7r(: \K\ -> |L(| admit simplicial approximations pt: K -> Lj, i = I, ... ,k . Since p¡ is an ¿¿-modification of n., we have
There exists a subcomplex L ç A" and a A'-modification g: X -► \L\ of / such that g is L-irreducible. Putting Q = \L\, we see that g: X -► Q is irreducible (and onto). Note that d(f,g) < mesh A" < ô, and therefore,
Since 7t¡f = fj, (4) and (5) yield (6) d(fj,Pjg)<e¡, i=l,...,k.
We will now show that p¡g is an L¡-modification of n¡f = f¡. Let x G X and let o G K be the carrier of f(x). Let <r( = Pj(o) G L¡. Then er is the carrier of p¡f(x). Since p¡ is an Li-modification of n., we conclude that er is a face of the carrier t¡ G L¡ of 7i,/(x) = /¡(x). Since g is a A'-modification of /, we have g(x) G a and therefore p¡g(x) G p¡(o) = er < x¡. This shows that Pjg(x) belongs to the carrier r. of f(x) in \L¡\ and therefore p¡g is indeed an ¿¿-modification of f¡.
We will now show that /z¿ : \L\ -► \L¡\ is L(-irreducible if.fr.X-* F( is irreducible. In this case we already know that f¡ is L(-irreducible. Moreover, for any L;-modification q{: \L\ -* \L\ of pt, the mapping q¡g is an L¡-modification of ptg and therefore also an L,-modification of f.. This then implies q.{\L\) = q,g{X) = \L,\.
Proof of Theorem 1. Repeat (with obvious modifications) the proof of Theorem 5 of [6] or the proof of Theorem 3 of [8] . Use Lemma 1 instead of Lemma 5 (in the first case) and Lemma 2 (in the second case). Note that in Theorem 5 of [6] the bonding maps are not required to be onto. In Theorem 3 of [8] the bonding maps are onto but need not be PL-maps. Moreover, this result does not apply to the class of all polyhedra.
Cohomological dimension of limits of approximate systems
For compact Hausdorff spaces X, one can define the cohomological dimension dimz X (integer coefficients) by putting dimz X < n, n > 1, provided every map /: A -► K(Z, n) from a closed subset A of X to an Eilenberg-Mac Lane complex K(Z,n) admits an extension /: X -► A"(Z,n) (see, e.g., [4, Remark 5 and Theorem 26] or [3] ). In [5] , dimzX < n was characterized by an approximate factorization property, which we will now describe. Definition 3. A map p : Q -» F between polyhedra is called (n, /^-approximate, e > 0, n > I, provided for every triangulation M of Q there is a PL-mapping p : |M(n+1)| -»■ F of the (n + l)-skeleton of M such that
The following proposition was proved in [5] as Theorem 1.
Proposition 11. A compact Hausdorff space X has cohomological dimension dimz X < n, n > 1, if and only if for every polyhedron P, every map f: X -> F, and every e > 0, there is a polyhedron Q and there are maps g : X -* Q, p: ß -► F such that
and p is (n, s)-approximable.
Using Proposition 11 we will now give a criterion for determining whether dimz X < n , when X is the limit of an approximate system of polyhedra. Theorem 2. Let X = (Xa,ea,paa,,A) be an approximate system of polyhedra. The limit X = lim X satisfies dimz X < n, n > 1, if and only if for every aGA and every n > 0, there is an a > a such that for every a" > a' the mapping Paa" 's (n ' n)-approximable.
Proof of necessity. Let dimzA' < n and let a G A, n > 0 be given. By (A2) there is an a, > a such that for any a > ax one has (4) d(paa,pa,a" ,paa") < n/1, a" >a>ax.
Note that (4) implies
Passing to the limit with a" and taking into account Proposition 3, one obtains Choose S > 0 so small that
By Property (Rl) (Proposition 7), there is an a > û, such that there is a mapping p : Xa, -* Q satisfying (9) d(p'pa,,g)<S.
Now (8) and (9) imply (10) d(pp'pa,,pg)<n/l.
Note that (10), (7) and (6) yield (11) d(pp'pa,,paalpa,)<3n/l.
By (11) there is a neighborhood U of pa,(X) in Xa, such that (12) d(pp'\U,paa,\U)<mi.
By Property (Bl) (Proposition 4), there is an a\ > a such that for any a" > a\ one has (13) Pala"(Xa")çU and therefore, (14) d(pp'pa,a" ,Paa,Pa,a") < 4z//7.
Note that (14) and (4) yield (15) d(pp'pala",paa")<5n/l.
We will show that paa" is (n, >/)-approximate for any a" > a'x . Let M be any triangulation of Xa" . Choose a triangulation N of Q so fine that mesh(Ar) < ô . Let M1 be a subdivision of M so fine that p'pa,a" : Xa" -► Q admits a simplicial approximation q: M' -> N. Note that the (n + 1)-skeleton \M{n+x)\ ç \M,(n+x)\ and
Moreover,
Therefore (8) This shows that p*q\ \M{n+ \ is an (n, z/)-approximation of paa"
Proof of sufficiency. Let /: X -» F be a mapping into a polyhedron F and let tj > 0. By Proposition 11 it suffices to exhibit an a" G A and a mapping p : X " -> P such that By simplicial approximation we can achieve that g is a PL-mapping. Let ô > 0 be such that
By Proposition 3, there is an a > a such that for any a" > a one has By assumption there is an a" > a for which paa" is (n, ¿)-approximable. If we put p = gpaa" : Xa" -+ F, (28) and (25) imply (24). It remains to show that p is (n, z/)-approximable. Let M be a triangulation of Xa" . Since paa" is («,á)-approximable, there is a PL-mapping p : |Af("+I)| -> Xa such that
Note that gp : \M(n+X)\ -F is a PL-map. (29) and (26) imply
Moreover, (30) and the fact that g is a PL-map imply
(31) and (32) prove that p is indeed (n, z/)-approximable. Since the maps qk k+x are simplicial we have
where L(n) denotes the «-skeleton of L. Therefore we have an inverse sequence of polyhedra
The n-dimensional core of K is defined as the inverse limit (4) ZK = limK.
Since dim\(Kk){n)\ < « , we have
We denote the natural projections from ZK to |(A" )("'| by qk . Since the maps qk k+x are onto (Sperner's lemma, see, e.g., [15, Chapter 3, Ex. D3]), so are the maps qk k+j and qk .
We now define a mapping fK: ZK -> \K\ by putting (6) fK = limqk.
Since qk k+Jqk+j = qk , (I) implies (7) d(qk,qk+j)<mesh(Kk), j>0, and since lim^. mesl^A" ) = 0, we see that (qk) is a Cauchy sequence of maps ZK -► |A"|. Therefore fK exists and is continuous. Moreover, (7) implies
Since qk is onto and mesh(A^ ) -► 0, we see that fK(ZK) is dense in |A^| and therefore fK: ZK -» |A"| is also an onto mapping.
Remark 3. The sequence (|A" |,mesh(A" ),id,N) is actually an approximate inverse sequence. Since K is a commutative cofinite sequence, one can provide it with meshes ek and view K also as an approximate sequence. (7) shows that the inclusion maps \(K )(n)| -<• \K \ define a map of approximate systems. The existence of fK and its properties now follow from the general theory of maps between approximate systems (see [10 or 17] ).
In our constructions in §7 we need to associate with every complex K an «-dimensional metric compactum Z*K which is a compactification of the topological sum of the «-skeleta KA"*)^! of all the barycentric subdivisions Kk of K, with remainder ZK . We call Z*K the stacked n-dimensional core of K. In the applications of these constructions in §7 we will also need a metric on Z*K . If we have a metric d on |A"| such that the diameter dian^A"! < 1, then we can choose metrics d* on Z*K and d on | AT* | such that diam Z*K<1, diamlA'**! < 1, and There is an index ax G A such that for every a > ax one has dim Xa > « . If this were not the case, then the set B ç A of all indexes b G A with dim Xb < « -1 would be cofinal in A. Then Propositions 6 and 5 would imply dimX < « -1 . Since dimzX < dim-Y (see [4] ), we would have a contradiction with the assumption dimz X = « . If we now restrict A to the set of all a > a, , we obtain an approximate system which satisfies all conditions (i)-(iv) (use Proposition 6 again).
From now on we assume that we have chosen a system X as in Proposition 12. We will now define an approximate system Z = (Z*, ea, raa,, A').
We first choose a triangulation Ka for Xa, a G A , such that (1) 6 mesh(A"a) < ea, aGA.
We next define the directed set Ä . As a set Á equals A, but Ä has a new ordering <'. In order to define it, we consider for any ax < a2 and any integer k > 0 the following three conditions:
(2) d(paia,pa,a" ,pa¡a") < meshtA^ ), for a" > a >a2, We put ax <' a2 provided a, < a2 and conditions (2), (3), (4) hold for k = 0.
Lemma 2. The binary relation <' on A has properties (i)-(iii) from Proposition 9, and therefore Á is a directed set with no maximal element. Moreover, for any axG A and integer k > 0 there exists an a2 > ax such that (2), (3) and (4) hold.
Proof, (i) and (ii) are obviously true and (iii) follows from the last assertion for k = 0. To verify the latter, put
and apply Theorem 2. We obtain an a2> ax such that for any a" > a2 the mapping pa a" satisfies (4). However, by (A2) and (A3), one can assume that a2 also satisfies (2) and (3).
Lemma 3. If ax< a2, the set of all integers k > 0, which satisfy (3) is finite.
Proof. Assume that there is an infinite sequence kx < k2 < ■ ■ ■ of integers satisfying (3). Then for any two points x ,x G Xa
This is so because, by (3),
and mesh^') -► 0 as z -► oo. Consequently, pa a maps every component of Xa2 to a single point. Since Xa¡ = Pa¡(¡2(Xa2), it follows that X is a finite set of points, which contradicts (ii) of Proposition 12.
Whenever a, <' a2 , by definition of <' and Lemma 3, there is a maximal integer k > 0 such that (2), (3) and (4) hold. We denote it by k(ax ,a2). Lemma 4. If ax <' a2, then (2) , (3) and (4) hold for k = k(ax ,a2) and also W d(paialpa,,pai)<mesh(Kkitai^), fora'>a2.
If ax <' a2 and a2< a3, then (9) k(ax,a2)<k(ax,a3).
Furthermore, for ax G A and any integer k>0 there is an a2G A such that ax <' a2 and (10) k<k(ax,a2). Proof. (2), (3) and (4) hold for k = k(ax, a2) by the very definition of k(ax, a2). By (2), one has (11) d(j?axalpala"pall ,Pa]a"Pa") < mesh(Kk(°' 'ai)), for a" >a> a2.
Passing to the limit with a" (using Proposition 3), one obtains (7).
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Lemma 5. Let K and L be complexes and let p: \K\ -> \L\ bean («,mesh(L))-approximable mapping. Then there exists a PL-mapping g: |AT("+1)| -> \L(n)\ such that (12) ¿(S,p||A-"+1|)<2mesh(L).
Proof. By assumption, there is a PL-mapping p : |A"(n+1)| -* \L\ such that
dim(p'(\K{n+X)\)) < «.
Let cp: p'(|AT("+1)|) -> \L\ be a simplicial approximation to the inclusion of p'(\K{n+X)\) into \L\ relative to L. Then, g = cpp : \K(n+x)\ -\L{n)\ is a PL-mapping and
Now (13) and (15) yield (12).
For ax <' a2, we define a PL-mapping
by applying Lemma 5 to K = Ka , L = Ka¡ , and p -p . Lemma 5 is applicable because of (4) and Lemma 4 and yields the following conclusion. Lemma 6. If ax < a2, then ga a satisfies (17) d(gaia2,paJ \K{an2 + X)\)<2mesh(Kkt), k = k(ax,a2).
For a G A we now put (18) K = Zl (see §5). For ax <' a2 we define ra¡a2 : Zfl* -Z* by (19) rata2 = Saia2%a2-Here q*ai : Za* -* \K{a"]\ is the mapping q* : Z* -♦ |A:("'| from §5. Note that
Lemma 7. Z = (Z*, sa, raa,, A1) is an approximate system of nonempty metric compacta Z* with dim Z* < « . The limit Z = lim Z is a nonempty compact Hausdorff space with dimZ < « and w(Z) < card(A') = card(y4) < w(X).
The proof of Lemma 7 is given in the next section.
7. Verifying (A1)-(A3) for Z. The space Z Proof of Lemma 7. For each aGA, dimXfl > « and therefore \(Ka)^\ 0 , k > 0. It follows by §5 (4) , that Za ¿ 0 and Z* ¿ 0. Moreover, by §5(15), dimZ;<«.
We will now verify conditions (A1)-(A3) for Z. Let ax <' a2 <' a3. (Al) and (A2) require certain upper bounds for d(ra ara a ,raa).
By (19) of §6, it suffices to find the appropriate bounds for d(raia2ga2J \K(£\,ga^\ \K(£\). By §5 (17) and §5 (1) we have
and therefore,
On the other hand, §6(17) yields
Now (3), (4) and §6(1) yield Moreover, by §6(17),
and therefore (8) d(gata/0a2ga2ai ,Paia/0a2gaia¡) < 2 mesh(<(<" ^) < 2 meshi*,,).
Now (6) and (8) yield
Furthermore, by §6(2) we have and by §6(17) we have (H) d(ga¡ay ,paJ |<+1)|) < 2 mesh(<(" *>) < 2 mesh(<(" *>) < 2 meshA" -<*i (use a2 < a3 and §6 (9)).
Finally, (9), (10), (11) and §6(1) yield (12) d(gaia2ql2ga2ai,gaJ < 6 mesh(<(a"û2)) < 6 mesh^) < V SinCe raxa2ra2a, = ^ C^Â 3nd '«a, = ^,A3 > (i2) yields (13) d(r a r " , r " ) < 6 mesh^(fl| '"2)) < e" ,
which verifies (Al).
To obtain (A2), for given ax and n > 0 choose an integer k so large that (14) ómeshtA-*)^.
By Lemma 2, there is an index a2 > ax such that §6 (2)- (4) hold for k,ax,a2. This proves that ax <' a2 . Since k(ax ,a2) is the maximal k with these properties, we have k < k(ax ,a2) and therefore (15) 6mesh(A:ai(fl|'a2,)<z/.
Now let «3 be any index with a2 <' a3. Then (13) and (15) imply (16) d(ra]airaiai,raxaj)<n, which establishes (A2).
We now prove (A3). As above, for a given ax G A and n > 0 there is an a2 G A, ax <' a2 , such that (15) holds. By (A3) for X, we can assume that for any a3 > a2 and any y ,y G \K(£\, (17) d(y,y') < eaj => d(pa^(y),pa^(y')) < mes^A^).
(17) and (11) (applied to y and y ) and (15) yield (18) d(y,y) < ea}=*d(gaiai(y),ga¡a](y')) < 5 meshíA-^"0^) < n,
Û3
Now let x,x G Za* . Then y = q*Qa¡(x), y = q*Qay(x) G \K{£\. Moreover, by §5(27), (19) d(y,y')<d*(x,x').
Therefore, d*(x,x ) < ea implies d(y,y') < ea , and (18) yields To complete the proof of Lemma 7, note that Propositions 1 and 5 imply that Z = lim Z is a nonempty compact Hausdorff space with dim Z < «. Moreover, by Propositions 2 and 12, w(Z) < card(^') = card(^) < w(X). We will denote the natural projections from Z to Z*, a G A, by ra:Z ->■ Z*. For sufficiently large a" one has d(raa"ra" ,ra) < n and k(a,a") >k + l. Therefore, raa"ra"(Z*) ç \(K«°><>")f)\ ç />* and thus also ra(Z*) ç Dk . This implies that ra(Z*) n \(Kk)in)\ = 0 for all k and therefore, r¿K\ S za • Nevertheless, Za n raa,(Za,) ç Za n rûa,(Z;,) = 0 for every a <' a .
The mapping f:Z->X
In order to define the mapping / we first establish a lemma about maps fa : z; -*a , defined by £ = fKa (see §5 (19) ).
Lemma 8. If ax <' a2, then (1) d(frnn,pnnf)<3 mesh(Kk{a"a2)) < e" .
Proof By §5(24) (for k = 0 ), we have (2) i/(JC2,^a2)<mesh(A-a2)<ea2
and therefore, by §6(3),
Using §6(17), we also have (4) d(ga¡a2q;a2 ,paía2q;a2) < 2 mesh(<(a"a2)).
SinCe rata2 = 8a,a2%a2 > (3) and (4) yield (5) ^aiû2'^a2^)^3meSh(<(a"Û2))^e.,-Since ra|a2: z; -\(K^P\ ç Xa> and Q \(KkJn)\ is the inclusion |(tf* )<»)| -^rai (see §5(21)), (5) is the desired formula (1).
Lemma 9. For any ax G A and n > 0, there is an a2G A, ax < a2, such that for any a" > a2, one has (6) d(fara^,p^anfa")<n. Proof. Choose an integer k > 0 suchthat §7 (14) holds. Repeating the argument which led to §7(15), we find an a2 g A, ax <' a2, such that §7(15) holds. Applying Lemma 8 to any a" > a2 we obtain (7) d(f*araxa",paia"fall)<n, a">a2.
Lemma 10. There is a mapping f:Z->X such that
where ra: Z -► Za are the natural projections.
Proof. For a given n > 0, choose S > 0 so small that (9) d(z,z')<S^d(fa(z),fa(z'))<n.
By Proposition 3 for Z*, there is an a G A, a < a , such that for any a" > a (10) d(raa"rall,ra)<S and therefore, (ID d(faraa"rall,fara)<n.
On the other hand, by (6) , for sufficiently large a" , (12) d(faraa,,ra" ,Paa"fallra") < n. (11) and (12) yield (13) d(fara,paa"fallrall)<2n, for a" sufficiently large. We have thus proved, (14) lamFfla".C V = fachet f: Z -> YlaeA Xa be the mapping given by (8) . Formula (14) and Propo- 9. Fibers of the mapping f:Z-*X For a given x G X we will now express the fiber f~x(x) in terms of the system Z. We put (1) xa=pa(x), aGA, (2) Na(x) = {x'GXa:d(x',xa)<ea}. We often abbreviate Na(x) to Na .
Lemma 11. If ax <' a2, then (3) x'GNa2^d(paia2(x'),xJ<2mesh(Kkla<'a>]) < 2 mesh(Ka¡ ) < ea¡.
(4) Pj^Ê'V,.
Proof, x' G Na^ implies d(x ,xa ) <ea2, and therefore by §6(3), (5) d(pa¡a2(x'),paía2(xa2))<mesh(Kk;a^).
Moreover, by (1) and §6(8), (6) d(pa¡a2(xa2),xat)<mesh(Kkla^]). Now, (5) and (6) yield (3). Formula (4) is an immediate consequence of (3).
It is a consequence of Lemma 11 that is an approximate system. Lemma 12. The limit of the approximate system N(jc) is {x}.
Proof. Since pa(x) = xa G Na , the point x belongs to limN(x). Now assume that x G X belongs to limN(x). We will show that pa(x) = xa for every a G A and therefore x = x. By (A3) for X, there is an a , a <' a!, such that for every a" > a , (8) d(y,y) < ea" => d(paa"(y) ,paa"(y')) < n.
Since pa"(x) G Na"(x), we have d(pa"(x) ,xa") < ea" , and therefore, (9) d(paal,pa,l(x'),paa"(xa"))<n.
Passing to the limit with a" we obtain (using Proposition 3)
Since n > 0 was arbitrary, we conclude that indeed Pa(x) = xa for all aGA.
For a G A and x G X put (H) Ma = Ma(x) = fa-X(Na).
Lemma 13. If ax <' a2, then (12) 
Proof. Let y G Mai = fa~\Na). Then x' = faAy) G A^. By (3) we obtain (13) d(pa¡a2(x'),xai)<2mesh(Ka¡).
On the other hand, by §8(1), (14) d(fairaia2(y),pa¡a2fa2(y)) < 3 mesh(KJ, so that we obtain (15) i/(/aVa|a2(>;),xai)<5mesh(A-ai)<eai.
This proves that f* r" " (y) G N" , i.e., r" " (y) G Mn .
It is a consequence of Lemma 13 that
is an approximate system. Lemma 14. The limit of the approximate system M(x) is f (x).
Proof. Let z G f~\x). By §8(8), we have (17) fatra(z)=paf(z)=pa(x) = xa G Na (x) so that ra(z) G f*~l(Na(x)) = Ma(x). This shows that (18) f~x(x) ClimM(x).
Since ga¡a2 was actually defined on |(Ara2)(n+1)| ( §6 (16)), we see that r has an extension r as required by (1).
For any z G \KJaj\, (3) and §6(3) yield (4) úf(paia2^a2(z),/,aia2(z))<mesh(A-ai).
On the other hand, by §6(17), we have
Now (4) and (5) yield (2).
Lemma 17. For every x G X, the fiber f (x) has trivial shape, and therefore f:Z -* X is a cell-like mapping.
Proof. Let ax G A be arbitrary. Choose any a2 G A, ax <' a2. In view of Lemma 14 and Proposition 8, it suffices to exhibit an a2, a2 < a2 such that for any a3 > a'2, there is a homotopy G: Ma}(x) x I -► Ma¡(x) such that Gx is constant and
Note that Na (x) is a neighborhood of xfl2 = pa2(x) in X (see §9). Since Xa is a polyhedron, there is a polyhedral neighborhood U of xa which is contained in Na (x) and is contractible in itself. One can achieve that U = \L\ where L is a subcomplex of the j th barycentric subdivision A"a2 of Ka for some sufficiently large j. Choose n > 0 so small that (7) d(x',xai)<3n^x'G\L\, and choose k > j so large that (8) 3 mesh A¿ < n.
By Lemma 2, there is an a2, a2 < a2, such that k(a2 ,a2) > k . Therefore, by Lemma 8, for any a3, a'2<a3, one has W d(fa2ra2^,paiafai)<n.
By Proposition 3 and (A3), one can also assume that for a3 > a2
d(y,y')< efl3 => d(pa2a}(y),pa2a}(y')) < n.
We will now show that (12) ra2a](Mai(x))ç\L\.
Indeed, if z e Maj(x) = J^~\Nai(x)) (see §9 (11)), then £(z) e NJx), and therefore, (13) d(fa}(z),xai)<eai.
This and (11) yield (14) d(paiafai(z),pa2ai(xay))<n. Now (9), (10) and (14) yield (15) d(fa2ra2ai(z),xa2)<3n.
Therefore (7) (17) is an inclusion ( §5(21)).
Since L is a subcomplex of K]a2 and k(a2,a3) > k(a2,a2) > k > j, there
is an i such that the z th barycentric subdivision V of L is a subcomplex of Kk(a2,a3) Therefore for any integer m > 0 (18) \Li\n\(Kk^'ai)){m)\ = \(Li){m)\.
Since \L\ = \L'\ is contractible in itself, there is a homotopy H: \L'\ x I -> \L'\ such that (19) is a well-defined mapping. By (24), x G \L\ ç A^2(x), and therefore by §9(3), (27) ¿Oaia2(x'),xai)<2mesh(A-ai).
By (25) and (2) we also have from (19) , (24) and the fact that 7a a extends ra a \tKk{aiAi)){n) (see Lemma 16).
11. Cell-like images of «-dimensional compact spaces.
We now state our main result.
Theorem 3. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space whose cohomological dimension dimz X < «, « > 1. Then there exist a compact Hausdorff space Z of covering dimension dimZ < « and weight w(Z) < w(X) and a cell-like mapping f : Z -> X.
Proof. If dimzA' = «, « > 1, we apply Proposition 12 and obtain an approximate system X. Using X, we construct the approximate system Z of §7. By Lemma 7, Z = lim Z is a compact Hausdorff space with dim Z < « and w(Z) < w(X). We define f:Z^>X as in §8. By Lemma 17, / is a cell-like mapping.
Corollary 1. Every compact metric space X with dimzX < «, « > 1, is the image of a metric compactum Z , dim Z < «, under a cell-like mapping f:Z^> X.
The next result gives a converse to Theorem 3.
Proposition 13. If a paracompact space X is the cell-like image of a normal space Z with dim Z < «, then dimz X < « .
Proof. Let f:Z^X be a cell-like mapping. Since / is proper and X is paracompact, one concludes that Z also is paracompact (see [13, Chapter 2, Proposition 5.9] ). By the standard definition of cohomological dimension (see [4] ), we must show that for any closed subset A ç X the Cech cohomology Hm(X,A;Z) = 0,for m>n + l. Since dim Z < «, we have Hm(Z,B;Z) = 0, for any closed subset B ç Z and m > « + 1. In particular, this holds for B = f~X(A). Therefore, it suffices to conclude that for all m, f induces an isomorphism f*:Hm(X,A;Z)^Hm(Z,rX(A);Z).
Since the fibers fX(x) are of trivial shape, their cohomology vanishes. Therefore the Vietoris-Begle theorem applies (see [15, Chapter 6, §9, Theorem 15] ) and yields the desired conclusion that f* is an isomorphism. Remark 6. We do not know whether paracompact spaces X with dimz X < n are cell-like images of paracompact spaces Z with dim Z < « .
